
CRITICAL ESSAY ON FLOWERS FOR ALGERNON

Essays and criticism on Daniel Keyes' Flowers for Algernon - Critical Evaluation.

Due to an experimental surgery, Charlie experienced advantages and disadvantages in his life and in his mind.
Charlie has only a dim memory of having done something important. Alice Kinnian thought so. At the
conclusion of the novel, Charlie is unable to remember many things from his past, but he is aware that his
regression is upsetting to others, especially to Miss Kinnian, whom he considers a friend. Pharmaceuticals
such as Prozac were developed to enhance and manipulate brain chemistry, opening the debate still wider
concerning the ethics involved in physically manipulating the brain. I thought that Mr. After a great many
false starts, I discovered the technique of the Progress Reports. Guarino, although it is not clear from the
context of the novel precisely what that procedure is. In addition, crude surgical techniques called frontal
lobotomies were performed by doctors who believed that removing the part of the brain thought to be
associated with various types of mental illness would cure the problem. His mother, who desperately wanted
him to be as smart as regular kids, regularly beat him whenever he did not meet her expectations, or when he
displayed any interest in his younger sister. Flowers for Algernon was written by Daniel Keyes. Would the
world have lost their genius if such surgeries and medications had been available during their lifetimes? The
only problem with the operation is that it does not last for ever and in his remaining time he tries to figure out
why it is not permanent. He attends the Beekman College Center for Retarded Adultsâ€”his dream is to
become smarter, which, in his understanding, meant to be able to read and write. He regularly participates in
laboratory tests involving Algernonâ€”a smart mouse who had undergone the same surgery; whereas before
the operation, Charlie was not able to even complete it, as the time goes on, he defeats Algernon, showing
gradually increasing results. After doctors performed an experimental surgery on him, he became more
sophisticated and smarter. Essay about Is Charlie's Operation a Success? Flowers for Algernon, a tale that tells
you the sacrifices, experience, and emotions of life what you can have coming for you. It is illustrated that
Charlie becomes a whole, complete individual only after becoming mentally retarded again by the end of the
novel. This book has a science fiction undertone, and takes place in exciting New York City. However,
Charlie wants to be smart, the one dark cloud in his sunny sky of life. Was the original Charlie worth
knowing? Scientific experimentation shows a destructive nature of man through stereotypes. There are many
immoral issues that appear throughout the novel. One group of patients for whom brain surgery was
unquestionably necessary had certain types of epilepsy characterized by uncontrolled, recurrent seizures that
involved both halves of the brain. The first book that Charlie reads after his surgery foreshadows the
friendship struggles that he will encounter. Many overt references to this theme run throughout the novel. This
was Charlie Gordon 's reality. In perhaps one of the most heartbreaking scenes of the novel, Algernon dies. He
remembers a lot of painful details from his childhood; realizes that what he considered a friendly attitude was
actually bullying and humiliation; discovering this, he realizes that people are not so smart as he believed they
were. One of these prevalent concepts is that almost every significant changeâ€”whether physical or
personalâ€”has a tendency to have a negative reaction, usually manipulated by society. As he recognizes that,
so ends their friendships. Tragically, these early techniques were crude and removed too much brain tissue,
leaving many patients in a worse state than they were before the surgery. Rather, readers witness the rebirth of
the original Charlie. Well this is how you would feel if you were the subject of a science experiment. Charlie's
social self suffers both as an individual of low intelligence and one of high intelligence. Many of the early
diary entries paint a grim portrait of how the mentally handicapped are treated, as Charlie is continually
abused, verbally and physically, by his co-workers at the factory. Because of this, Charlie volunteers for an
operation to triple his IQ of  It was originally a short story and, in the year , was adapted into a film of the
same name. And what of the human subjects who undergo such procedures? What are their rights?


